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________________________________________________________
5 July 2018
Dear Members,

As you are aware, as a result of the uncertainty surrounding the identity of the lion that was shot in the
Umbabat, at the Members meeting on 14 June 2018, it was decided that the Board of Ingwelala would
do what it could to establish the identity of the lion that was shot with the objective of finding closure of
this matter. Following this meeting, the Board informed the Members that it had mandated an
investigative team to undertake this task.

On 27 June 2018, three Board members (Belinda Scott, Brian Cilliers and I) met with representatives
of the Umbabat. At this meeting, we were shown high resolution photographs on a Laptop of the lion
that was shot and compared these with the photographs provided by Charlie Lynam, which we had
been informed were of the western pride male lion. For the sake of our investigation, we accepted that
the photographs made available to us by Charlie Lynam, were of the western pride male lion.

After careful consideration, we concluded on a balance of probabilities that in our view and based on
the photographic evidence available, that the lion that was shot during the authorised hunt was not the
same lion as depicted on the photographs made available by Charlie Lynam. The lion that was shot
had a tatty right ear with two large “U”-shaped nicks out of it, whereas the western pride male’s ear had
no injuries.

We have subsequently presented this finding to the Board of Ingwelala and I have been requested to
advise the members accordingly.

As agreed, the Board has now dealt with this issue and now regards it as finalised.

We thank all the members for their understanding in dealing with this issue.

Yours Sincerely,
Andrew Hauptfleisch
Chairman
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